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➼ [Reading] ➾ Tethered to the
World (A Phantom Touched #1)
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Posted on 13 August 2019 By Stacey Brutger
I m honestly not sure how I managed to push myself this far
through the book DNF at 45% although to be honest I wanted
to give up almost my chapter three But I had to be fair to the
author as I d like some of her previous series Maybe I was
judging it too early Spolier I wasn t The first chapter had
amazing detail and description and it drew me right in I was
excited for where the sorry went By chapter three this had
turned into every other RH forced into a team together type
book But without some of the important details Like, for
example, a plot line Or any world building whatsoever Annora
the FMC is supposedly scared of all contact and of men in
particular since her Uncle tortured her from a young age that
isn t really made clear This is, of course, practically forgotten
by chapter six The university Annora has found herself in is
never described There is no mention of classes, professors,
curriculum The term starts in one week from when Annora
arrives yet everyone has already been at the campus for
months And on top of this there are teams for what I have no
idea , and the one Annora is shoved into has the other
members training students for something or other Students or
teachers Let s not even mention the gym owner director of the
university inconsistently Even if the details of the so called plot
were consistent and less clumsy, who would in their right mind
force and young 20yr who has no experience of the outside
world e.g she s never been in a forest , who s deathly afraid
apparently of men and people in generally with lots of trust
issues, to live in a kind of hard to find house with a load of
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strange men These people have reputations of having their
roommates running screaming back to housing to move Does
this sound like something an abuse victim would casually shrug
away and promptly forget, even if she is the true mates of them
For all of you who made it this far, I apologise for the rant But
trust me on this, it was well worth your time if it saved you from
buying Tethered To The World. It s good, it just doesn t make
sensePros 4 starsGreat female lead Strong, not annoyingThe
guys are awesomeLoved the Paranormals from a troll with
living pink hair to a poisonous lizard Great characters.Cons 3
stars probably will end up giving spoilers so don t read further if
that will bother you The whole concept just felt off to me.I m not
a fan of insta love They are all head over heels in less than a
week While this is not my fave, I wouldn t take off stars for that
because some people enjoy that in a book.Absolutely no world
building School structure is not really explained Other than to
say school will start in a week.The whole university concept
Schools not in session, but they are having try outs for
something Everyone is on campus before school starts and
have been there for a while since the disappearances have
been going on for months Who stays at school when it s not in
session A few sure, but it s like no one has every left.Confused
about if the guys are teachers or students Why would you have
a student housing with her possible teachers If they are
students why are they heading up the training.Rufus gym own
director of university So she just happens to be saved by this
gym owner who also happens to be a director of the university
for supernaturals This is kinda explained away as he had taken
a leave of absence But All the guys knew who he was I mean
come on really and the fact that he sorta knew they would all
be mates No, no the plot lines needed to be stronger than this
for me.The whole time I was reading it I m like I love these
characters but this makes no sense at all Why am I reading
this oh yeah the chemistry between the characters is really
good I will probably read the next book. ONE TOUCH CAN
SAVE YOU FROM CERTAIN DEATHOR SENTENCE YOU TO
AN ETERNITY IN HELLBorn With The Ability To Defy Death,
Annora Has Been Warned To Keep Her Gift Secret, But Her
Greedy Uncle Can T Resist Exploiting Her By Any Means
Necessary Starvation, Beatings, Broken Bones She S Survived
Them All And Emerged Stronger But It S Not Enough For Him
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It Will Never Be Enough When She Discovers Her Uncle Plans
To Sell Her To The Highest Bidder, She Risks Everything To
Escape The Prison That Has Become Her LifeThe Last Thing
She Expected Was To Land At A University For
Supernaturalsor Be Paired With A Pack Of Men As Broken As
Her As Students Go Missing, Annora Can T Get Over The
Suspicion That She S Being Hunted To Protect Her, The Guys
Must Set Aside Their Personal Troubles And Begin Working As
A Team But As Her Past Collides With Her Present, She Must
Make The Ultimate Sacrifice And Expose Her Secrets To Save
The Guys Who Ve Become Than Family To Herand Hope She
S Strong Enough To Live With The ConsequencesA Phantom
Touched Novel Book Meet The Pack Annora, Camden,
Xander, Mason, Logan And Edgar Typical reverse harem story
line, no story line and adoring eyes from all the guys. Whew
This was probably a 4 4.5 star read for me It was kind of
phenomenal and I m loving this story line so far I m not quite
sure where to start This story ended up being on the darker
side but the characters and the backstory really made this a
captivating read I loved all the characters Annora, the FMC,
manages to be both vulnerable and strong at the same time
The chemistry between Annora and all our guys is on point All
the guys have wonderful differences and different strengths
and weaknesses as well as really in depth backstories Heck all
he backstories were tragic and horrifying but you could see
how they have shaped the characters and brought a whole
team of misfits together I was absorbed from page one and
didn t stop till I hit the last page.Annora has spent her life in
captivity, after her mother dies Kept captive and abused
physically and mentally by her uncle Annora is used for her
supernatural abilities to heal and stay off death The book starts
with Annora having escaped from her uncle and living in hiding
trying to avoid capture again Annora is trying to live a normal
life, until a pack of shifters break into her job and try to kill her
boss Annora uses her abilities to save her boss exposing
herself to the supernatural world In an attempt to help her hide
her boss sends her to a supernatural school to learn to defend
herself as well as learn about the supernatural world she has
been kept from all these years Upon arriving at the school she
is put on a team of supernaturals to keep her safe from her
uncle as well as for her to help them solve a case of missing
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supernaturals Unfortunately for them all just as they are
growing closer and discovering about each other the case
brings them closer to answers as well as closer to Annora s
biggest fears As she conquers fears with the help of her team,
Annora gets captured by the ones taking the supernaturals and
realizes that everything is tied to her and her abilities Now
Annora must not only save herself but all the mates she has
gotten along the way.Yes the worst part about this book is that
book 2 is still so far away I m super excited for this series and I
hope it really keeps up the momentum Id say its mostly slow
burn so far but not lacking in passion and chemistry at all This
is the first book by this author I think I ve read but I m
downloading of her series now to tide me over I really liked it
The problem is that it s going to be a while until the next book
comes out. Tethered to the World begins with the heroine
running from someone She finally found a place that will teach
her to fight, but when she has to save someones life, she lets
out her secret, and now he wants to help her by sending her to
a school to help train her This book sort of felt like it was all
over the place It had an interesting story, and I enjoyed the
characters But at one time it felt like the heroine was a bad
ass, then the next she needed help, so that was annoying
Other than that, I liked it, and I look forward to.
Aaaaaaaallllllrrrrriiighty iv been awake for 35ish hours with only
a few hours sleep so this review is a bit shit, but harsh, grain of
salt people we have one young lass with a trauma past
background warning warning triggers be aware At the hands of
her uncle for many many years, she is a super natural creature
aka the most powerful being ever and she needs protection
from the academy of super natural creatures and she gets put
with duuun duuun duuuum the top four alphas who can t help
but fall hard for her It s suppose to be mid 20 s but all the
trauma and daddy mommy issues leaves them teenagers 75%
of the story is set in the academy house where the MC bonds
with her harem slow burn There is a some action, some magic
talk Some stuff happens Harem members get a bit blended I
get acanana that spirit dude who is a bit of a disembodied
voice kind of vibe here hunter from the dead world Debbie
Cassidy vibes towards the end of the book I would read the
next one I didn t mind it to be honest. rating 3.5 Tethered to the
World was a good book but ended up annoying me at times

Mostly because of all the explain s or whatever that bullshit
was PLUS, I was kind of expecting from her villainous uncle Or
is that just me I mean we got like five minutes of the dude and I
feel like all he really did was just laugh It was weird but maybe
he will be of an asshole in the next one Other than that, Annora
was an okay character She was definitely interesting to a point
and I liked her connection to the guys of the group I feel like
Edgar might actually be my favorite Mostly because of his bad
ass entrance at the end of this I still liked the rest of the gang
but ya gotta have a favorite from time to time.That being said,
the ending was ughh I hate cliffhangers Especially when it s
one of her mates being taken instead of ya know her the
person her uncle really wants Of course I m intrigued enough
to dive into that book but ugh damn you cliffhangers. Please,
for the love of RH, stop saying Explain or Tell me a billion times
because it s annoying AS HELL I pretty much went like this
when I kept seeing them all over the place Explain.Explain.Tell
me.Explain.Tell me.EXPLAIN.Other than that, this book was
okay I didn t love it, but I liked it enough to want the next one in
the series.
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